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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONERS FOR NORTHERN IRELAND 
 

DRAFT SUMMARY RECORD OF MEETING – 23 September 2014 
 

STORMONT HOUSE 
 

ATTENDEES: 
 

 

Commissioners Secretariat 
 

Brian Rowntree, Chairperson Joanne Dowling 
Marion Matchett  Gemma Hughes 
Raymond Mullan Andrew Dodds 
Vilma Patterson 
Jim Scholes 

 
 
 

Invitees: 
 

Apologies: 

John Mallon, NISRA Lynne Curran 
Carmel McLarnon, CHR Carmel McDowell 
Jacqui Wallace, NIPS  
Jo Gordon, NIO  
Steve Mungavin, CIPFA  
Colin Langford, CIPFA  

 
Welcome 
 
1. The Chairperson welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 
Summary Record and Action Matrix of 17 June business meeting   
 
2. Commissioners agreed the Summary Record and Action Matrix for the 17 June 

business meeting.  During discussion on the Matrix the following key points were 
noted: 

 

 Action Point 7 – Retention and Disposal of Information:  a declaration would be 
circulated for Commissioners to sign off on. 

 

 Action Point 3 – once an acknowledgement has been received from Her 
Majesty the Queen the Annual Report would be published and circulated to 
Commissioners. 

 

 GB Commissioners/CPSA Meeting –arrangements to be confirmed. 
 

 Action Point 5 – Marion Matchett advised that she had reviewed the 
documentation on the Pilot Audit and could confirm that secondments into the 
NICS from SIB had not been declared during the course of the review. 
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Conflicts of Interest and Matters arising  
 

3. Commissioners confirmed that they had no conflict of interest in relation to the 
September business meeting agenda and papers. 
 

Secondments [Paper 35/14] 
 

4. Commissioners were updated on the meeting with SIB, CHR and OFMDFM in 
relation to SIB staff placed in NICS departments. Following discussion, 
Commissioners agreed that further information would be required to fully consider 
the handling of these appointments.  It was noted once the outstanding 
information was received from CHR, Commissioners would consider further. 

 

AP1 Secretariat to:  

 send a reminder to CHR and circulate to Commissioners on 
receipt; 

 include as an agenda item for discussion at the meeting 
between the Chairperson and Colin Lewis – 3 November 2014. 

 
 

Secretary’s Report [Paper 32\14] 
 
5. The Secretary presented the Summary Report on performance and 

Commissioners noted the following key points: 
 

 Business Plan targets are achieved or on target to be achieved by the end 
of the year; 

 

 budget profile remains on target for the year end and an efficiency options 
paper for 2015/16 would be considered under Paper 33/14; 

 

 Deputy Secretary vacancy would be filled as soon as possible, in the 
meantime the position would be covered by the DP Auditor, who would 
temporarily become full-time; and  

 

 the website was now operational and a more robust protection wall and 
technical support arrangement was in place to avoid a re-occurrence of the 
problem. 

 
6. Commissioners were invited to note the current position in relation to ongoing 

audits.  Gemma Hughes advised that a meeting with CHR to discuss the current 
audit timetable would take place on 3rd November 2014.  It was agreed given 
Gemma’s temporary change in role to the Deputy Secretary post, the next audit 
would be deferred and the 2014/15 audit plan would be revised with a view to 
agreeing a revised plan at the December business meeting.  

 
AP2 Gemma Hughes to revise the 2014/15 audit plan for consideration at 

the December business meeting. 
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7. Following discussion, it was agreed that the Report by Dr Brewerton from the 
Strengths Partnership would be discussed at future meeting to allow for more 
detailed discussion and consideration of the NICS Action Plan. 
 

8. It was noted that the agenda for the 9 October Human Rights Training had been 
circulated to Commissioners. 

 
Budget Efficiencies 2015/16 and beyond [Paper 33/14] 
 
9. Commissioners were invited to consider a proposed efficiency saving plan to 

achieve the 11.15% required efficiency saving being applied to the 2015/16 
budget and beyond.   
 

10. During discussion it was noted that the key efficiency savings would be achieved 
through a reduction in the Deputy Secretary WTE to 0.8, two Commissioners not 
being replaced following the end of their terms of office during 2014/15 and 
2015/16 and planned reductions in non-staff costs. 
 

11. It was also noted that the reduction in the Deputy Secretary post was in line with 
the recommendation in the CIPFA Report on the Review of the Secretariat.  
Commissioners highlighted that the ability to deliver their statutory role was 
imperative.  They also noted that the NI Miscellaneous 2014 Act had hopefully 
improved their position in that it would help safeguard their independence should 
they be devolved from NIO. 

 
12. Following discussion Commissioners agreed the proposed efficiency plan. 
 

AP3 Secretariat to write to NIO and inform them of Commissioners’ planned 

measures to achieve the 2015/16 and beyond budget efficiency 

requirements. 

 
Analysis of the NIPS 2012 Custody Officer Report [Paper34/14] 

 

[John Mallon, Jacqui Wallace, Carmel McLarnon joined the meeting for this item] 

13. John Mallon presented the NISRA analysis of the 2012 NIPS Custody Officer.  
During discussion the following key points were noted: 
 

 the Report was a standard high level monitoring report; 

 the findings indicate religious differences and age effect; 

 the pattern is consistent with what would be seen in other competitions; 

 there was no obvious explanation, it could be a number of factors 
including the quality of applicants or test bias, and 

 NISRA has developed situational judgement tests as part of their 
recruitment strategy going forward to help reduce adverse impact in 
NICS volume competitions. 

 
14. To address the issues specific to NIPS they have undertaken a number of 

outreach measures.  Jacqui Wallace (NIPS) advised Commissioners of a number 
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of initiatives and actions from an Outreach Strategy that the NIPS has employed 
since the 2012 competition, she noted however that this to date this has not had 
an impact on addressing the imbalance in the candidate pool.  She also reported 
that NIPS will be working with NISRA on any future assessment testing.  
 

15. Commissioners commended the work undertaken by NIPS and noted that 
outreach programmes take time to affect attitudinal changes and to address the 
chill factor the Prison Service experiences from sections of the community.   
Commissioners expressed their support for NIPS work in this area and asked to 
be kept informed of NIPS progress.  

 

AP4 Secretariat to write to NIPS thanking them for their attendance at the 

September meeting and inviting Ms Wallace to seek a meeting with the 

Chairperson in the future to report progress and to provide a further 

update. 

 

NIO Deputy Director Business Delivery Service [Paper 36/14] 
 
[Jo Gordon, Deputy Director, NIO Business Delivery Group joined the meeting for this 
item] 
 
16. The Chairperson welcomed Jo Gordon (NIO) to the meeting.  Jo Gordon, thanked 

Commissioners for the opportunity to meet with them and acknowledged that 
since joining NIO she has had very positive and constructive engagement with the 
Chairperson and the Secretary.  This has help her better understand and 
recognise the importance of Commissioners’ statutory role and the benefits this 
brings to NIO in terms of the significant proportion of NICS staff on secondment to 
the NIO.  Civil Service Commissioners’ contribution in regulating recruitment to 
ensure the best people are appointed is paramount to the success of the Civil 
Service. 
 

17. Jo Gordon opened the discussion by highlighting that NIO has experienced 
significant changes and challenges in the last few months with appointment of a 
new Permanent Secretary and other senior staff changes, the significant budget 
reductions and the ongoing review of the functions of the NIO, which was nearing 
completion, these also included: 

 

 deep budget cuts across the Department and its Arm’s Length Bodies; 

 the resulting significant reductions in headcount within NIO; 

 the need to consider the future use of Stormont House, given the 
reduction in occupancy; 

 a reduction in NIO services including catering and overnight 
accommodation. 

 on a lighter note, Jo announced a reduction in the efficiency savings 
required from OCSC for 2015/2016 of £5.4k. Instead of having to find 
savings of £35k, the Office has to find savings of £29.6k. 
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18. Jo Gordon advised Commissioners that as a result of the Review of NIO, Sir 
Jonathan Stephens would like to set up a forum for all NIO Arms’ Length Bodies to 
provide opportunities to discussion issues of mutual interest and seek to identify 
opportunities to share learning and potentially services between ALB’s given that 
the seven statutory bodies linked to the NIO all face similar budgetary pressures. 

 
19. The Chairperson thanked Jo Gordon for her attendance and for the level of co-

operation and support that NIO staff provide to Commissioners and the 
Secretariat. 

 

AP5 Secretariat to investigate the possibility that NIO updates could be 

circulated to Commissioners 

 
 
Secondments to Department of Education from ESA [Paper 35/14] 
 
20. Commissioners were invited to note the update provided by the Department of 

Education in relation to staff seconded to the Department from ESA. 
 

21. Following discussion, Commissioners agreed that further and more detailed 
information should be sought from DE before considering how they might respond 
to the matter.   

 

AP6 Secretariat to request further information from DE and circulate to 

Commissioners when received.  

 

CIPFA Report on the Review of the Secretariat [Paper37/14] 
[Steve Mungavin and Colin Langford joined the meeting for this item] 
 
22. Commissioners welcomed Steve Mungavin and Colin Langford to the meeting and 

invited Steve Mungavin to outline the work undertaken.  It had been agreed that 
CIPFA undertake a more detailed analysis of the roles within the Secretariat.  
 

23. The Secretariat was invited to provide comments on the revised Report and 
recommendations.  It was acknowledged that any re-profiling of the roles of the 
Secretariat would need to take account of the budget efficiencies and the 
requirement to support the Commissioners statutory functions. 

 

24. The following should be noted: 
 

 a number of recommendations were interdependent of each other in 
that the reduction in the team could only be successfully implemented if 
the processes were streamlined and if necessary some were removed 
from the current job plans; 
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 Recommendation 5: the removal of the local finance system.  The 
Secretariat considered the local finance system invaluable in terms of 
monitoring and reporting against the Commissioners’ budget and would 
see significant advantages in maintaining a local system;  

 

 Recommendation 8: Commissioners feedback and higher levels of proof 
reading.  This was not an issue for the Secretariat.Commissioners input 
was viewed as important and helpful in terms of ensuring high quality 
correspondence is issued. 

 
25. Following a short discussion in relation to aspects of the Commissioners statutory 

and non-statutory functions and how the reduction in activities would be managed, 
the Secretary left the meeting to allow Commissioners to discuss the Report with 
Steve Mungavin and Colin Langford. 

 

AP7 Commissioners and Secretariat following minor amendments by 

CIPFA, the Final Report to be circulated to Commissioners for discussion 

in relation to recommendations at the 11 November meeting  

 
 
 
Office of the Civil Service Commissioners for Northern Ireland 


